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fiction, the novel Told in a French Garden, August, 1914, which describes a dinner party where nine guests
each tell a story, was published in 1916. She received...
9 KB (818 words) - 17:30, 8 December 2023 In Abrahamic religions, the Garden of Eden (Biblical Hebrew:
???????????, romanized: gan-???en; Greek: ????; Latin: Paradisus) or Garden of God (?????????????...
47 KB (5,573 words) - 03:49, 1 March 2024 Sherwood Told in a French Garden, August 1914 (1916), novel
by Mildred Aldrich The Marne (1918), novel by Edith Wharton Home Fires in France (1918), fictional...
112 KB (13,796 words) - 18:04, 17 February 2024 in his literary and artistic works. Gibran followed The
Prophet with The Garden of the Prophet, which was published posthumously in 1933. The Garden of...
16 KB (1,596 words) - 15:02, 23 January 2024 beautiful garden. I told her she must have an excellent
gardener." In 1997, the villa, which had been purchased by the town of Granville in 1932, became...
10 KB (1,200 words) - 15:33, 1 March 2024 Vichy France (French: Régime de Vichy; 10 July 1940 – 9
August 1944), officially the French State (État français), was the French rump state headed by...
199 KB (23,066 words) - 18:27, 23 January 2024 and chairman of Big Green, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that has
built hundreds of outdoor classrooms called Learning Gardens in schoolyards across America....
25 KB (2,110 words) - 20:35, 2 February 2024 ended 5 miles (8.0 km) away in Godstow, Oxfordshire.
During the trip Carroll told the girls a story that he described in his diary as "Alice's Adventures...
71 KB (7,604 words) - 05:52, 6 March 2024 Europe, influencing the gardens of the French Renaissance, the
English knot garden, and the French formal garden style developed in the 17th century. Prior...
30 KB (4,207 words) - 19:38, 29 December 2023 gardens in Europe, which greatly influenced other
countries, especially the French formal garden and Dutch gardens and, mostly through these, gardens...
37 KB (4,996 words) - 22:07, 19 February 2024 Fondation Claude Monet is a nonprofit organisation that
runs and preserves the house and gardens of Claude Monet in Giverny, France, where Monet lived and...
14 KB (1,649 words) - 21:08, 2 November 2023 Second Coalition: Egypt and Syria The French campaign in
Egypt and Syria (1798–1801) was a Napoleonic campaign in the Ottoman territories of Egypt and...
113 KB (13,788 words) - 07:52, 3 March 2024 first president of France from 1848 to 1852, and the last
monarch of France as Emperor of the French from 1852 until he was deposed in absentia on 4 September...
181 KB (23,862 words) - 03:43, 4 March 2024 Fools Garden (until 2003 known as Fool's Garden) is a
German band formed in 1991 in the city of Pforzheim. The founders of the group and the only permanent...
93 KB (8,905 words) - 15:54, 23 October 2023 Operation Market Garden was an Allied military operation
during the Second World War fought in the German-occupied Netherlands from 17 to 25 September...
167 KB (22,864 words) - 13:16, 24 February 2024 father was killed and his mother paralyzed in an
automobile accident. Since Carwood was the eldest child, she told him to be the "man of the family". After...
15 KB (1,310 words) - 09:35, 10 February 2024 Anne of France (or Anne de Beaujeu; 3 April 1461 – 14
November 1522) was a French princess and regent, the eldest daughter of Louis XI by Charlotte of...
13 KB (1,456 words) - 19:20, 31 January 2024 series A Bucket o' French & Saunders, began airing on 8
September 2007. French and Saunders have also followed separate careers. During French's time starring...
48 KB (4,421 words) - 18:38, 10 February 2024 and on French nationals during the French Occupation of the
Ruhr. After hearing a speech by Adolf Hitler in Munich, Höss joined the Nazi Party in 1922 (member...
58 KB (6,648 words) - 04:52, 5 March 2024 Finland. Batty later told Greater Manchester Police that after he
left his mother, he headed for Toulouse on foot and was later found by a delivery driver...
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